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C/03/003211FUL 

11 th March 2003 

Dr Greg Cantwell 
Flat 212 No 4 Clouston Street 
North Kelvinside 
Glasgow 
G20 8QS 

The Alexander Kerr Practice 
Commercial Bank Chambers 
5A Stewarton Street 
Wishaw 
ML2 8AA 

Change of Use from Class 1 Shop to Dental Surgery. 

88C Woodside Street Coatbridge Lanarkshire ML5 5NR 

37: Kirkwood Councillor James Smith JP 

271 846. 66381 0. 

C/PL/CTW 90088CICMILR 

C/97/291/FUL Shop to Office Granted 1 August 1997 
C/96/083/FUL Shop to Hot Food Shop Refused 20 June 1996 

The site is covered by policy HG9 (Housing Policy for Existing 
Residential Areas) in the Adopted Monklands District Local Plan 
1991 
No 

None Received 

Not Required 

Comments: 

Planning permission is being sought for the change of use of a vacant class 1 shop to dental surgery at 
88c Woodside Street, Coatbridge. The premises forms part of a group of three terraced shops located 
to the west side of Woodside Street where the surrounding area is predominantly residential. Internal 
alterations would involve the formation of a waiting room, receptionloffice, toilet, two surgeries, 
autoclave room, staff room and staff toilet. Externally alterations would include provision of an access 
ramp at the shop frontage and alterations to an external window and emergency exit on the side 
elevation. No additional parking spaces are to be provided and it is anticipated that clients would either 
walk to the surgery, park in surrounding streets or make use of an existing layby at Woodside Street. 

Whilst the proposed use is considered to be ancillary to housing and may be considered acceptable in 
principle, the lack of parking facilities is significant to the determination of the application. 
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Car parking provision for a dental surgery of this size would require a minimum of 9 no. off-street 
parking bays which is more than double that required of the existing shop premises. The Transportation 
Manager has objected to the proposal on traffic safety grounds and has indicated that illegal parking 
occurs at the adjacent shops and there is no scope to provide any further parking facilities at the locus. 
Following an assessment of the proposal it has been concluded that the proposed change of use is not 
acceptable for traffic safety reasons. As such it is recommended that planning permission be refused. 

Recommendation: 

Refuse for the reason that the proposed Dental Surgery has insufficient parking facilities and this would 
be detrimental to traffic and pedestrian safety at the locus. 

Background Papers: 

Application form and plans received 11 th March 2003 

Memo from Transportation Section received 7th May 2003 

Any person wishing to inspect these documents should contact Colin Marshall at 01236 812376. 



APPLICATION NO. C/03/00321/FUL 

REPORT 
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2. 
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3. 
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4. 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

Description of Site and Proposal 

Planning permission is being sought for the change of use of a vacant class 1 shop to dental 
surgery at 88c Woodside Street, Coatbridge. The premises forms part of a group of three 
terraced shops located to the west side of Woodside Street where the surrounding area is 
predominantly residential. 

Internal alterations would involve the formation of a waiting room, reception/office, toilet, two 
surgeries, autoclave room, staff room and staff toilet. Externally alterations would include 
provision of a access ramp at the shop frontage and alterations to an external window and 
emergency exit on the side elevation. No additional parking spaces are to be provided and it is 
anticipated that clients would either walk to the surgery, park in surrounding streets or make use 
of an existing layby at Woodside Street. 

Develo Dmen t PI an 

Under the terms of the Adopted Monklands District Local Plan 1991 the application site is 
located within an area covered by policy HG9 (Housing Policy for Existing Residential Areas). 

Consultations and Representations 

The Transportation Section recommended that the proposal be refused planning permission as 
the proposed Dental Surgery has insufficient parking facilities and this would be detrimental to 
road safety. 

Plannina Assessment and Conclusions 

Whilst the proposed use is considered to be ancillary to housing and may be considered 
acceptable in principle, the lack of parking facilities is significant to the determination of the 
application. 

Car parking provision for a dental surgery of this size would require a minimum of 9 no. off- 
street parking bays. As this proposal involves a change of use of an existing shop unit, the 
parking requirements for the current use should be taken into account and compared with the 
proposed use to assess the impact of the proposal. In this regard the existing shop requires 4 
no. parking bays and the proposed use would require 9 bays. Clearly the proposed use requires 
more than double the existing requirement and there is only two lay-by spaces available to serve 
the three properties. It was noted from recent site inspection that illegal parking occurs at the 
locus with cars parked on the public footway, at the layby and on the public road. There is no 
scope to provide any addition car parking as the use of an adjacent lane would require vehicles 
to reverse onto the public road. As such, the proposed use would more than double the present 
requirement and this would result in even more vehicles parking on the public road to the 
detriment of road safety. It is also noted that the shops are located near the crest of a hill where 
approaching vehicles are unsighted due to the roads vertical alignment when approaching from 
the south. 

It is therefore concluded that the proposed change of use of the shop to Dental Surgery at this 
location would be detrimental to road safety and it is recommended that planning permission be 
refused. 


